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A Simple and Accurate Modal Analysis of Strip-
Loaded Optical Waveguides With Various Index

Profiles
R. K. VARSHNEY AND ARUN KUMAR, ASSOCIATE MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract—A simple first-order perturbation approach has been de-
veloped to study the propagation characteristics of strip-loaded dif-
fused waveguides with various refractive index profiles. Propagation
constants of the guided modes of rib waveguides and strip-loaded
waveguides with exponential and Gaussian refractive index profiles are
obtained and it is observed that our results are in good agreement with
the results reported in the literature using variational and numerical
techniques. The technique also provides analytical expressions for the
modal field profile that should be useful in the design of various inte-
grated optical devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

STRIP-LOADED waveguides are promising integrated
optical components because in such waveguides the

modes are confined mainly under the dielectric strip and
a lack of edge smoothness in the loading strip does not
cause significant scattering losses [1]. Single mode oper-
ation over a wide frequency range can be obtained easily
in these waveguides by choosing a suitable width for the
loading dielectric strip [2]. The exact analytical modal
analysis for such waveguides is not possible because of
their complicated refractive index distribution and the
presence of the corners. As a result, various approximate
methods such as the effective index method [2]-[4], the
variational method [5], [6], the method of lines [7], the
mode matching method [8], and the finite element method
[9] have been used in order to obtain the propagation
characteristics of such waveguides.

The effective index method does not provide modal field
patterns and runs into serious difficulty in the regions that
are below cutoff because in such regions one cannot de-
fine the effective index. On the other hand, the accuracy
of the variational method depends on the choice of the
trial function and the numerical techniques [7]-[9] require
large computational calculations.

In the present paper, we report a simple and accurate
perturbation method to obtain the modes of such wave-
guides. The present method utilizes the fact that the modal
field in the corner regions of such waveguides is quite
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Fig. 1. Transverse cross section of (a) strip-loaded diffused optical wave-
guide and (b) rib-waveguide.

small as compared to the region below the strip. As a re-
sult, corresponding to the refractive index profile of strip-
loaded waveguides (shown in Fig. l(a)) and a rib-wave-
guide (shown in Fig. l(b)), one can write an approximate
refractive index profile that is separable in x and y coor-
dinates and differs from the actual profile only in the cor-
ner regions. The propagation characteristics of the ap-
proximate index profile can be obtained easily by solving
two simple one-dimensional wave-equations, and the ef-
fect of the difference between the two profiles in the cor-
ner regions can be incorporated through the first-order
perturbation approach. In contrast to the numerical meth-
ods, the present method also provides analytical expres-
sions for the modal field patterns that should be useful in
the optimum design of various integrated optical devices
and in the calculation of coupling efficiencies between
strip-loaded waveguides and optical fibers.

Using the above approach, we have obtained the prop-
agation characteristics of some rib and strip-loaded dif-
fused waveguides. A good agreement between the present
results and those reported in the literature using various
techniques has been observed.

II. ANALYSIS

A strip-loaded integrated optical waveguide (shown in
Fig. l(a)) can be characterized by the following dielectric
constant distribution:

n2(x,y) = n2
d(y) = n2

b[l + 2Af(y)],

f o r O < > > < o o , — O O < J C < O O
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for -t < y < 0,\x\ < W/2

otherwise (1)

where n\, n2
c, n\ are the dielectric constants of the bulk

substrate material, loading strip, and the covering mate-
rial (air), respectively, A is the relative index difference
parameter, W and t are the width and the thickness of the
loading strip, respectively, a n d / ( y ) represents the re-
fractive index profile below the surface y = 0. For ex-
ample, for a rib waveguide (shown in Fig. l (b)) / (y) is
given by

f(y) = lforO < y < r

= Ofory > r (2)

with A = (n2
c — n\)/2n2

b. For a strip-loaded diffused
waveguide, / ( y ) represents the shape of the refractive in-
dex profile. The most common diffusion profiles obtained
in practice can be approximated by an exponential or a
Gaussian function.

In order to analyze the structure given by (1), we con-
sider an equivalent pseudo waveguide (say 2) shown in
Fig. 2, whose dielectric constant distribution is given by

nl(x, y) = n\(x) + nl(y) - n2
c (3)

where

n\{x) = n2
c, for

for

x \ < —

x \ > — (4)

and

«l(y) = n2
d(y), forO < y < oo

= nl, for -t < y < 0

= n2
a, fory < -t. (5)

The dielectric constant distributions of the two wave-
guides (i.e., 1 and 2) differ only in the shaded (corner)
regions (see Fig. 2). Since the modal power is expected
to be small in these corner regions as most of the power
is confined below the strip only, the propagation charac-
teristics of waveguide 1 should be very nearly the same
as those of waveguide 2, which is much simpler to ana-
lyze as the corresponding dielectric constant profile is
separable in x and y coordinates. The modes of waveguide
2 can be obtained by solving the following equation:

2 , y) ~ 0o] *(*, y) = o (6)

where ko( = 2ir/X0, Xo being the wavelength of the light)
is the free space wave number and j30 represents the prop-
agation constant of a mode of waveguide 2. Assuming
\j/(x, y) = X(x) Y(y), it can be shown easily that X(x)
and Y( y) satisfy the following one-dimensional equa-

Fig. 2. Transverse cross section of the unperturbed pseudo-rectangular core
waveguide.

tions:

and

(7)

(8)

where 0i and (32 are the two separation constants such that

0o = 0i + 0i - kln2
c. (9)

Equation (7) can be solved analytically and the solutions
are given by

X(x) = Ax cos for |ac| < W/2

i - M , for | * | > W/2

(10)
where

vx =
2 2 , l / 2

K - n2
a]

and 6 = 0(ir /2) for a mode symmetric (antisymmetric)
in x and Ax, A2 are constants.

The solutions of (8) depend on the functional form of
/ ( y ) , and can be obtained analytically for many practical
waveguides such as rib waveguides and the strip-loaded
diffused waveguides with exponential profile [11]. For a
waveguide with Gaussian profile also, one can obtain ac-
curate analytical solutions by approximating it by a se-
cant-hyperbolic profile [12].

In order to obtain the values of j3t and |82 and hence /30

of the modes, we satisfy the boundary conditions for the
dominant field vector [10]. For example, the Ey

pq mode
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would approximately correspond to a TE mode in the x-
direction and to a TM mode in the ^-direction. Thus, by
assuming Ey = \J/(x, y), the boundary conditions require
the continuity of

/ 2

7c = (v;
2 \ ' / 2

)

Vy = kot(n
2
c - n2

b)
l/2 (16)

'y,~, at* = + W/2
ox

and

and Aa, Ab, Ac, and Bc are constants.
Applying the boundary conditions given by (11) and

(12) one obtains the following eigenvalue equations for
02 =

n2ij/,—-, aiy = -t and at ;y = 0(orr) (11)
dy

for a strip-loaded diffused (or rib) waveguide. Similarly,
an E pq mode would require the continuity of

tan"1 | / ) ^ | + t an - ' ( Dcb^

and

, d\b W
J'Tx a t * = ± y

'/, —, aty=-t and at
dy

- y c { l + - ) + ( q - l ) x = 0 ( 1 7 )

where Dtj = n2/n2 (or 1) for Ey
pq (or Epq) modes and i,

j stand fora, b, c.

B. Strip-Loaded Diffused Waveguides

= 0(orr) (12) ^ Exponential Index Profile: For such waveguides

and A = (n2 —

_ = e x p ( - y / D ) (18)
for a strip-loaded diffused (or rib) waveguide. ? ? , ?

Applying the above mentioned boundary conditions, a n d A = <"' " n»)/2n>» w h e r e D a n d ^ r e P ^ s e n t t h e

one can easily obtain the eigenvalue equation determining d l f f u s i o n d e P t h a n d t h e "ftactive index at the surface y =
R ™h\ch i« aivpn hv °> respectively. In this case one can also obtain analytical
yj\, wiiiv^ii is given uy . . .

expressions for Y(y), which are given by

Y(y) = Aa exp (aay/D), for y < -t
= Ac exp (acy/D) + Bc exp ( -acy/D),

for -t < y < 0

= ^ / o [ r 0 e x p ( - y / 2 D ) ] , for y > 0 (19)

where

tan"1 c ^ - Ml + ( P - l ) x / 2 = 0 (13)
L Mi J

where c = n2
c/n

2
a (or 1) forf1^ ( o r f ^ ) modes. We now

give the expressions for Y(y) and the eigenvalue equa-
tions determining /32 for some strip-loaded waveguides for
which analytical solutions of (8) can be obtained.

A. Rib Waveguides
For a rib waveguide (shown in Fig. l(b))/(y) is given

by (2) and n\{ y) is given by

n\(y) = n\, iory > r

for —t < y < r

for y < -t (14)

which corresponds to an asymmetric planar waveguide of
core-thickness (f + r); the corresponding solutions of (8)
are given by

Y(y) = Abexp (~yby/t), fory>r

= Ac cos (ycy/t) + Bc sin ( yc -

<xa = [v\ + (n2
b - n2

a)v
2

y/{n
2 - n2

b)]
1/2

= «?,
= nl,

Vy = k0D(n2-n2
b)

i/2,

a = (n\- n2
c)/(n

2 - n2)

f0 = 2v a = 2vx (20)

Ja(x) represents the Bessel function of the first kind and
Aa, Ab, Ac, Bc are constants.

Again by applying the boundary conditions given by
(11) and (12), one obtains the following eigenvalue equa-
tion for the Epq mode:

= 0 (21)

where

for —t < y < r

= Aa exp (yay/t), fory < -t

1/2

(15)
where

2Anl

, arA // aa , act\ . . . .

: + t a n h t ) / ( 1 + i t a n h ^ ) - (22)

2) Gaussian Index Profile: In this case/(;y) is given
by

f(y) = exp (-y2/D2). (23)
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Although for this profile an exact solution of (8) does not
exist, it has been shown [12] that a Gaussian profile can
be very well approximated by a secant hyperbolic profile.
As such we have approximated/(y) by / ' (y), where

/'(>>) = sech2(^/£>). (24)

The value of the constant d is selected in such a way
that the area under the curves representing the Gaussian
and secant hyperbolic functions is the same up to the dif-
fusion depth D, and is given by d = 1.0434 [12].

The solution Y( y) of (8) for/ ' (y) is given by [12]

Y{y) = Aaexp (aay/D), fory < -t

= Ac exp (acy/D) + Bc exp ( -acy/D),

for -t < y < 0

= AhP~^(l), for y > 0 (25)

where

M = i>/d, f = tanh(y/£>),

^ 1\1 / 2 _ 1
rf2 + 4 / 2

^T^Cf) is the Associated Legendre polynomial, and other
parameters have been defined in (20). The boundary con-
ditions mentioned in (11) and (12) lead to the following
eigenvalue equation for j32 of the Epq mode:

Ts, • Ts?

^

(26)

where
s{ = (v - n + l ) / 2 , s2 = s{ +

Tx is the Gamma function and T is defined in (22).
After obtaining @x and /32 and hence /30 (using (9)) the

propagation constant 0 of the guided modes of the given
waveguide 1 can be written as

V1 = 0o + /3'2 (27)

where |8'2 is the first-order perturbation correction to J3Q,
which is given by

$O0 /» 00

U{x, y)\2 bn2 dx dy
— OO J —OO

n OO /» oo

- - --\t(x,y)\2-dxdy
J —00 J —00

(28)

where bn2 is the difference between the dielectric constant
distribution of the two waveguides, given as follows:

a) for rib waveguides:

bn2 = (n2
c - n

2
a)

= 0,

for regions (1) and (2)

otherwise. (29)

b) for strip-loaded diffused waveguides:
i) with exponential index profile

bn2 = (n2
c - nl), for regions (1) and (2)

= 0, otherwise. (30)

ii) with Gaussian index profile

bn2 = {n2 — nl), for regions (1)

= s + n\ — n2
a, for regions (2)

= s, for regions (3)

= 0, otherwise (31)

where

s = (n2- nl) [ e x p ( - / / D 2 ) - sech2 (dy/D)}.

Regions (1), (2), and (3) are shown in Fig. 2.
Thus, one can easily find out the propagation charac-

teristics of E x
pq modes of the strip-loaded diffused and rib-

waveguides. Propagation characteristics of Ey
pq modes of

the rib-waveguides can also be obtained easily by follow-
ing a similar procedure.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to see the applicability of the present approach,
numerical calculations were carried out for various strip-
loaded diffused and rib-waveguides and results are com-
pared with those reported by others.

We first obtained the propagation constant of the guided
modes of rib-waveguides and compared our results with
that of the transverse resonance method [13], the method
of lines [7], and the mode matching method [8]. Fig. 3
illustrates the variation of the effective index (j3/&0) of
the fundamental scalar mode (En) of a rib-waveguide
with the following values of various parameters: nc =
3.44, nb = 3.35, na = 1.0, r = 0.2 pm, t = 0.8 /an, and
X = 1.15 pm as a function of rib width (W). The circles
and the solid curve correspond to the generalized and ap-
proximate eigenvalue equations, respectively, of the
transverse resonance method as reported by Payne [13].
The crosses represent the results obtained by the present
perturbation approach. A comparison of these results in-
dicates a good agreement between them.

Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the variation of the effective
index of the first two y-polarized and x-polarized modes,
respectively, of a rib-waveguide with W/r = 6.0, t/r =
1.0, nc = 1.742, nb = 1.69, and na = 1.0 as a function
of the normalized parameter kor. The solid curves and
circles correspond to the results reported by Diestel [7]
using the method of lines and Yasuura et al. [8] using the
mode-matching method, respectively. The results ob-
tained by using the present method are shown by crosses.
These figures show that the present results match very well
with those obtained by numerical techniques [7], [8].
These figures also indicate that near cutoff, the agreement
of the present results with other results is less. This is due
to the fact that near cutoff, the modal field will be less
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Fig. 3. Variation of the effective index ((3/k0) of the scalar fundamental F i S- 5- Variation of the normalized propagation constant B of theE j, mode
mode (£•„ ) of the rib-waveguide having na = 1.0, nb = 3.35, nc = 3.44, as a f u n c t l o n of n o r m ahzed frequency V for the strip-loaded diffused
r = 0.2 m, and t = 0.8 Mm, as a function of width parameter (W) at optical waveguides The values of the parameters used in the analysis
X = 1 15 um a r e wID = 8-0, t/D = 1.0, na = 1.0, nh = 1.506, n, = 1.5432, anda r e

a = 1.0.
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Fig. 4. Dependence of the effective index ( 0/ko) of (a) Ey
n a n d £ ^ , , (b)

E*u and £21 modes on the normalized parameter k0 r of the rib waveguide
having W/r = 6.0, l/r = 1.0, nc = 1.742, nb = 1.69, and na = 1.0.

confined in the central core region, and hence the accu-
racy of the first-order perturbation approach would de-
crease.

We now apply the present perturbation approach to
strip-loaded diffused waveguides and compare the results
so obtained with those reported by others. In Fig. 5, we
have plotted the normalized propagation constant
B[ = ((/3/fco)2 - «!)/(«? - n2

b)] of the Ex
u mode of

strip-loaded diffused waveguides with exponential and
Gaussian index profile, as a function of normalized fre-

1.00-

0.75

0.50

0.25

0.00

mode

0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0

Fig. 6. Variation of B of the E {, mode as a function of V for a strip-loaded
diffused waveguide with the exponential index profile and having t/D
= 1.0, W/D — 8.0 for various values of asymmetric parameter a.

quency V[-k0D(n2
s - nl)^2]. The values of various

parameters used are given below: W/D = 8.0, t/D =
1.0, na = 1.0, nb = 1.506, ns = 1.5432, and a = 1.0.
The solid curves and circles correspond to the results ob-
tained by using the method of lines [7] and variational
method [5], respectively, while the crosses represent the
results obtained by using the perturbation approach. A
comparison of these results indicates that the present re-
sults match very well with those reported by Diestel [7]
and Geshiro et al. [5].

Fig. 6 illustrates the variation of the normalized prop-
agation constant B of the Ex

u mode as a function of the
F-value for the strip-loaded diffused waveguide with the
exponential index profile having t/D = 1.0, W/D = 8.0,
and various values of asymmetric parameter a. The solid
curves correspond to results of [5] obtained by variational
analysis while the crosses correspond to the present re-
sults. The figure indicates that the present results also
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match excellently with those obtained by variational anal-
ysis.

We would like to mention here that the present method
is applicable to the waveguides for which a suitable un-
perturbed dielectric constant profile (separable in the x and
y coordinates and matching with the given profile in all
the regions except corner regions) can be selected. For
example, the present method cannot be applied for wave-
guides with two-dimensional diffusion or waveguides with
nonrectangular cores such as trapezoidal. Further, even if
the unperturbed profile is separable in the x and y coor-
dinates, the present method is not recommended to the
cases in which both the resulting one-dimensional wave
equations are not analytically solvable because in such a
case analytical expressions for field profiles would not be
available for the calculation of first-order perturbation
correction.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A simple perturbation approach has been developed in
order to study the propagation characteristics of rib wave-
guides and strip-loaded waveguides with exponential and
Gaussian refractive index profiles. The proposed tech-
nique has been shown to give accurate results. The method
also gives analytical expressions for the modal field pat-
tern that should be useful in the design of various inte-
grated optical devices such as couplers, etc..
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